1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Effective management and planning of research and development activities require strategic allocation of available resources ([@bb0015], [@bb0050]). This issue manifests itself at different scales and plays a role in private companies and public authorities as well as academia. For example, individual scientists and research departments have a keen interest in spending their time and money in areas with potential for high impact ([@bb0190], [@bb0225], [@bb0235], [@bb0260], [@bb0365]). Likewise, (inter)national governmental institutions seek to establish policy instruments (e.g. legislation and funding schemes) that give priority to development and application of innovative solutions with the highest positive contribution for society ([@bb0110], [@bb0210]).

Identification of such high-potential research and development areas is a challenging task. Making well-informed decisions requires detailed knowledge of past findings and current trends, and a deep understanding of emerging technology pathways ([@bb0260], [@bb0470]). At the same time, it asks for a broad perspective to oversee future needs while identifying the opportunities that arise in neighboring research domains. The context in which such decisions are made is becoming increasingly complex because traditional science and engineering domains are getting more and more interconnected ([@bb0340], [@bb0380]). In addition, the information that is documented in patents, reports and research papers continues to grow in size at an exponential rate ([@bb0190], [@bb0235], [@bb0250], [@bb0045]). The availability of input for research and technology planning can therefore be perceived as overwhelming, especially for decision-makers who are new to the field. The inability to properly analyze and comprehend all this information may lead to wrong recommendations and suboptimal priorities in research and development agendas.

Science foresight refers to the collection of analysis and prediction methods that can assist the development of a science vision in order to prepare for future challenges or needs in science ([@bb0280], [@bb0285]). It has successfully been implemented in different fields, such as economy ([@bb0350]), environmental science ([@bb0125], [@bb0180]), foresight ([@bb0395], [@bb0420]), health science ([@bb0375], [@bb0005]), politics ([@bb0100]), nano science and technology ([@bb0165], [@bb0295], [@bb0385]), and social science ([@bb0035], [@bb0405]). The literature on science foresight covers a wide variety of qualitative and quantitative means for monitoring clues and indicators of evolving trends and developments ([@bb0100]). To facilitate successful science foresight analyses, it is clear that the methodology needs to be matched with e.g., the purpose of the study, the size and quality of the database, and the type of output that is expected. However, the available information about the relative effectiveness of different science foresight methods is very limited, and it is therefore difficult to support such decisions. In addition, most methods perform well at some, but typically not all aspects of science foresight. The potential of combining the positive sides of different science foresight methods into one overall framework has so far remained relatively unexplored.

The main objective of this paper is to develop and evaluate a three-step methodological framework that can be used to identify knowledge gaps and provide new insights into development directions of a well-defined technological field. Although we aim at wider applicability, in this paper, the framework is developed and demonstrated with respect to wind catchers; a sustainable natural ventilation system for buildings. This topic was specifically chosen because it is manageable in scope and size (i.e. the veracity of the results can be checked), yet has experienced a complex development history, is an active field with mixed research methods, and has a non-trivial future outlook. This paper uses a combination of existing methods: life-cycle analysis, text mining and cluster analysis, but combines them in a novel way that has not been described before. Given the importance of the impact of textual data on the accuracy of text mining, a sensitivity analysis is also carried out for three cases, when (i) title, (ii) title, abstract and keywords, and (iii) full-text of the papers are considered as the textual data. This evaluation is based on the methodology of the research papers.

This paper continues by describing the development of a methodological framework for science foresight on the basis of life-cycle analysis, text mining and cluster analysis ([Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}). The sensitivity analysis is also presented in this section. Characteristics of wind catchers, the topic of the application study, are introduced in [Section 3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}. In [Section 4](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, this methodology is applied in the case of wind catchers, to describe the status of research in this field, predict future trends and identify knowledge gaps in order to identify possible opportunities for new research and development activities. In [Section 5](#s0145){ref-type="sec"}, a reflection on the methodological framework and its potential in future studies is given.

2. Methodology {#s0010}
==============

2.1. Life-cycle analysis {#s0015}
------------------------

Life-cycle analysis is a widely-used data analysis technique that can be applied to describe the historical development of a technology or research domain, and, subsequently, to estimate the future trend or perspectives. Ernst ([@bb0130]) suggests that the accumulation of patent applications is useful for measuring technology trends. The evolution over time can be plotted as S-shape curve to represent its technology life-cycle. There are four stages in a technology life cycle: introduction, growth, maturity and saturation ([@bb0130]). During the introduction stage, there is a little growth in the number of patent applications. The growth stage, on the other hand, is characterized by exponential growth. As the patent application rate declines, the maturity stage is entered. The saturation stage indicates limited growth with only few additional patent applications ([@bb0445]).

If the current stage of a science or technology is known, it would be possible to forecast the future trends and predict the saturation level and therefore, estimate the potential of the field for further and deeper studies. Knowledge about the maturity and future growth potential of science or technology innovations helps researchers, for example, to decide whether to continue investing resources or switch research directions ([@bb0445], [@bb0075], [@bb0440]).

In this study, cumulative paper publications are used for predicting future development trends using Loglet analysis. The analysis is performed using "Loglet Lab" software. It refers to the decomposition of growth and diffusion into S-shaped logistic components, roughly analogous to wavelet analysis, popular for signal processing and compression ([@bb0290]).

Eq. [(1)](#fo0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} presents the equation to calculate the logistic growth:$$N\left( t \right) = \frac{K}{1 + \exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\ln\left( 81 \right)}{\mathrm{\Delta}t}\ \left( {t - t_{m}} \right)} \right\rbrack}$$

where *K* is the asymptotic limit that the growth curve approaches and shows the saturation level of the growth, Δ*t* is the characteristic duration that specifies the time required for a trajectory to grow from 10% to 90% of the limit *K* and *t* ~*m*~ is the midpoint of the growth trajectory ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1A logistic curve and its parameters.Fig. 1

First, the logistic growth is visualized by simply plotting data on an absolute and linear scale. The Fisher-Pry transform is used to transform the logistic curve into a linear one. By doing so, Δ*t*, *t* ~*m*~ and *K* can be determined. Further information is presented by Meyer et al. ([@bb0290]).

Many growth and diffusion processes consist of several sub processes. Systems with two growth phases are called "bi-logistic". In such models, growth is the sum of two discrete wavelets, each of which is a three-parameter logistic, as presented in Eq. [(2)](#fo0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$N\left( t \right) = N_{1}\left( t \right) + N_{2}\left( t \right)$$

2.2. Text mining {#s0020}
----------------

One of the most popular methods for science foresight is text mining. Text mining is used to identify valuable information such as relations, patterns or trends in textual data ([@bb0090], [@bb0120], [@bb0140]). For example, it has been widely adopted to explore the complex relationships among scientific documents ([@bb0295], [@bb0405]). A main theme supporting text mining is the transformation of text into numerical data. This transformation uses statistical methods to convert text mining into a classical data mining encoding. Despite the inability to explicitly understand linguistic concepts such as grammar or word meaning, statistical text mining has proven remarkably successful ([@bb0460]). Many projects have used different techniques of statistical text mining in various fields of science or technology. In these studies, the full-text or abstract of papers or patents are considered as the database. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of previous studies in which different techniques of text mining were implemented in science and/or technology.Table 1Overview of previous studies in which different techniques of text mining is used in science and/or technology.Table 1.YearRef.Field of studyDatabaseText mining technique2005([@bb0145])ScientometricsPaperBibliometric analysis, categorization, clustering2005([@bb0470])TFT-LCDPatentFactor analysis2006([@bb0295])NanotechnologyPaperBibliometric analysis, text analysis, visualization2006([@bb0160])Hand tool industryPatentInformation extraction, clustering2007([@bb0405])Human resource managementPaperClustering2007([@bb0240])Technical articlesPaperClustering, bibliometric analysis2008([@bb0215])Mobile servicePatentKeyword extraction, text analysis2009([@bb0255])Personal digital assistant technologyPatentKeyword extraction, PCA, patent mapping2008([@bb0120])Management information systemsPaperClustering2009([@bb0090])ConstructionPost project reportsInformation retrieval and extraction, text analysis, categorization, summarization, visualization2010([@bb0420])Technology foresightPaperVisualization2010([@bb0150])Journal vaccinePaperClustering, visualization2011([@bb0230])Severe acute respiratory syndromePaperClustering, auto-correlation mapping, factor analysis2011([@bb0445])Radio frequency identification (RFID)PatentClustering2012([@bb0085])Proton exchange fuel cell technologyPatentClustering2012([@bb0105])Fuzzy sets theoryPaperInformation retrieval, visualization2012([@bb0430])Personalization & customizationPaperBibliometric analysis, visualization2013([@bb0435])German defence research programR&D projectClassification2014([@bb0355])Postage metering systemPatentClustering2014([@bb0475])LED technologyPatentText analysis, keyword extraction2014([@bb0270])Main sectors of the industryReportsKeyword extraction2014([@bb0185])News/ document & clusteringPatent-newsClustering2015([@bb0455])Microalgal biofuelPatentClustering2015([@bb0245])Supply chainPaperFactor analysis2015([@bb0345])Banking industryPaperClassification

### 2.2.1. Impact of textual data {#s0025}

Text mining of research papers can be performed on different parts of the papers. However, while the full-text of papers is widely available in electronic versions, most applications of text mining are restricted to the abstract ([@bb0125], [@bb0295], [@bb0445], [@bb0115], [@bb0450], [@bb0010]). Therefore, it would be worthwhile to investigate if full-text papers, instead of only abstract and meta-data would lead to different, more insightful results. Given the importance of the impact of textual data on the accuracy of text mining, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for three cases, where (i) title, (ii) title, abstract and keywords, and (iii) full-text of the research papers are considered as the textual data. The evaluation is based on the methodology of the papers. This choice is inspired by the fact that methodology is normally mentioned in different parts of the paper including the title.

The sensitivity analysis is carried out in three steps: First, a dictionary of keywords related to the research methodologies is developed based on the experts\' opinion. Second, the frequency of the keywords in the papers is calculated and the research methodology of each paper is identified by comparing the frequency of the methodology keywords using Eq. [(3)](#fo0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$T_{ij} = \sum_{m = 1}^{T{({KP}_{i})}.}{KPF}_{m}$$

where T~ij~ is the frequency of research methodology i in paper j, T(KP~i~) is the number of methodology keywords (related to research methodology i) in paper j, and KPF~m~ is the frequency of keyword m (related to research methodology i) in paper j.

Finally, the research methodology of each paper predicted by the text mining is compared to the "correct" methodology that was determined manually by the experts.

### 2.2.2. Content analysis {#s0030}

Text mining is normally performed with the use of advanced computer algorithms. However, using experts is of importance to interpret the results and to analyze the relevance of acquired information. Therefore, the reliability of a text mining activity is correlated to the skills and knowledge of the experts that are consulted. In this study, QDA MINER and WORDSTAT software are used for text mining process. In [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} , the assistance of domain experts along with the text mining process is schematically shown.Fig. 2Text mining process.Fig. 2

#### 2.2.2.1. Keyword extraction {#s0035}

As shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, the first step in handling text is to break the textual data into words or, more precisely, tokens. This is important for further analysis because without identifying the tokens, it is difficult to imagine extracting higher-level information from the document. Therefore, the textual data is analyzed to identify all the words and phrases in the papers. Once the papers have been segmented into a sequence of tokens, the next step is to convert each of the tokens to a standard form. In English, as in many other languages, words occur in text in more than one form. Often, but not always, it is advantageous to eliminate this kind of variation before further processing. When the normalization is confined to regularizing grammatical variants such as singular/plural and present/past, the process is called stemming ([@bb0460]). After the process of stemming, the extracted words and phrases, are filtered by the experts to define the most relevant and meaningful keywords. These keywords are used to make a dictionary.

#### 2.2.2.2. Expert\'s judgment {#s0040}

##### 2.2.2.2.1. Filtering the keywords {#s0045}

Expert\'s judgment is used in an iterative process to choose and agree on the number of manageable keywords for deriving the most reasonable clusters that can be interpreted. This choice could be critical because if the number of keywords is too small, the keyword-clusters will be too broad to reveal details. On the other hand, if the number is too large the results might not be manageable ([@bb0405]). Therefore, in this study, a technology hierarchy is applied to define the related keywords in this field.

##### 2.2.2.2.2. Generating a technology-publication hierarchy {#s0050}

In some studies, only high frequency keywords are taken into account to build the dictionary keywords. This approach is useful to identify the existing themes or sub-fields. In order to find the knowledge gaps efficiently, experts\' opinion is needed to consider all aspects of a scientific field, even those that are not explicitly mentioned in research papers. An ontology tree, or hierarchy, can help the experts specify a general overview of a scientific field. This hierarchy specifies the relationships between concepts and is used to extract meaningful words and phrases from the papers. Since generating a hierarchy is domain specific, experts must select the keywords and phrases related to this technology. In this study, the hierarchy is generated based on experts\' opinion. Using the keywords that were automatically extracted from the papers, experts were able to generate this hierarchy easier. Note that the experts are allowed to add, remove and replace keywords during this step. To make the technology hierarchy, the method presented by Yoon and Park ([@bb0470]) is used. They used this method to generate a technology tree and transform it into a morphology box. This method helps to break a complex problem or technology into several parts (dimensions), so that it can be analyzed more easily. In the present study, three sections are considered: "Procedural", "Structural" and "Application". The "Procedural" section deals with the aspects related to the methodology of the papers. The "Structural" section addresses the different features of a technology and the factors affecting its performance. The "Application" section is related to the function of this technology in various sectors. Using this method, also the aspects that have not yet been taken into consideration in existing studies are included in the hierarchy. It can also be useful to find all relevant keywords that could help to find the knowledge gaps more efficiently.

#### 2.2.2.3. Generating the dictionary and keyword vector {#s0055}

The next step is to develop a technology dictionary based on the filtered keywords and the hierarchy. Using this dictionary, the documents are transformed into key phrase vectors by analyzing the frequency (F) of each keyword and phrase (KP) in each paper. These vectors can be calculated by WORDSTAT software as shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . For example, *F* ~*i,j*~ is the frequency of keyword *i*, in paper *j*.Table 2Frequency of keywords in papers.Table 2KP1KP2KP3...KP~N~Paper 1F~1,1~F~1,2~F~1.3~...F~1,N~Paper 2F~2,1~F~2,2~F~2,3~...F~2,N~Paper 3F~3,1~F~3,2~F~3,3~...F~3,N~..................Paper ~M~F~M1~F~M2~F~M3~...F~MN~

Assigning key phrase weights by the terms\' frequency (TF) of appearance in a document is a popular method in text mining ([@bb0460]). Regarding the fact that each paper can have a different number of pages and words, it is reasonable to conclude that the size of a paper and the average number of words, can affect the frequency of the keywords. As a remedy, this study used the method proposed by [@bb0450], which normalizes the weights for the frequency of key phrases by the number of words in each document. The function normalized TF-IDF or NTF approach is expressed by Eq. [(4)](#fo0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} where *tf* ~*ik*~ is the number of key phrases *i* in document *k*, *WN* ~*k*~ is the number of words in document *k*, *n* is the total number of documents in the document set, and *df* ~*i*~ is the number of documents of key phrase *i* in the document set. With this function, the effect of the size of a paper can be eliminated ([@bb0440]).$$\mathit{NTF}_{\mathit{ik}}–\mathit{IDF} = \mathit{tf}_{\mathit{ik}} \times \frac{\sum_{s = 1}^{n}\mathit{WN}_{s}}{n} \times \frac{1}{\mathit{WN}_{k}} \times \mathit{\log}_{2}\left( \frac{n}{\mathit{df}_{i}} \right)$$

#### 2.2.2.4. Cluster analysis {#s0060}

##### 2.2.2.4.1. Correlation measurement: {#s0065}

A correlation between a set of data is a measure of how well and to which extent they are related. The correlation between keywords of documents has been used in many studies for clustering and discovering the relationship between the keywords. In these studies, the correlation, similarity or co-occurrence are calculated between all dictionary keywords ([@bb0125], [@bb0295], [@bb0445], [@bb0115], [@bb0010]). In the present study, however, the research methodology of each paper is used as the clustering variables. Using this method, the correlation of each research methodology with dictionary keywords can be determined, which is important to support effective research planning. Further information will be given in [Section 4.3](#s0140){ref-type="sec"}. In addition, the knowledge gaps can also be identified, by analyzing cases where there is no high co-occurrence or correlation between the research methodology and dictionary keywords. In the interpretation of the knowledge gaps, it is particularly interesting to link these findings back to the evolution of research methodologies, as identified through the combination of text mining and life cycle analysis. Therefore, after normalizing the frequency of the keywords, the correlation between these keywords and the keywords related to the methodology of the papers, are measured with the Pearson correlation coefficient as shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} . Note that the keywords related to each methodology are determined by the experts. For each methodology, the total frequency of all related keywords is used as an input for the correlation measurement. This measurement is based on the keywords\' co-occurrence with the methodology keywords in each paper. In [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} KP represents the keywords or key phrases and R~i,j~ is the correlation between keyword i, and the group of keywords related to methodology j.Table 3Correlation matrix between keywords and research methods.Table 3Methodology 1Methodology 2...Methodology NKP 1R~1,1~R~1.2~...R~1,N~KP 2R~2,1~R~2,2~...R~2,N~KP 3R~3,1~R~3,2~...R~3,N~............KP ~N~R~M1~R~M2~...R~MN~

##### 2.2.2.4.2. Clustering {#s0070}

Clustering is a statistical approach for classification of patterns into groups based on similarities of internal features or characteristics. K-means is a common clustering algorithm that has been used in a wide variety of applications to partition a data set into K groups ([@bb0295], [@bb0080]). To do so, the user must assign a number K as the expected number of clusters. Since the centroids of clusters are randomly chosen, the algorithm must repeat many times to adjust centroids and can only achieve locally optimal clustering results. The optimal number of clusters is defined by the experts after analyzing the result of clustering with different numbers. So choosing the best clusters is an expert-based procedure. In addition, to verify the authenticity of the experts\' opinion, the Davies-Bouldin index ([@bb0055]) is used.

3. Description of the application study {#s0075}
=======================================

In this section, the framework presented in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} is demonstrated with respect to wind catchers; a sustainable natural ventilation system for buildings.

3.1. Wind catchers {#s0080}
------------------

Finding solutions that enable cost-effective operation of buildings with good comfort conditions and less negative impact on the environment is identified as one of the most compelling challenges of the 21st century ([@bb0220], [@bb0175]). Research and development of innovative building systems is expected to play an important role in facilitating this transition towards sustainable building design ([@bb0275]). Natural ventilation strategies have the potential to become a viable alternative for energy-intensive air-conditioning systems, but new approaches are needed to lead to wider adoption. Inspiration for new concepts can be found by looking at traditional design strategies such as the "wind catcher", which was used to provide natural ventilation and passive cooling in hot and arid regions of Iran and neighboring countries ([@bb0390]). The cooling performance of both ancient and modern wind catchers has been analyzed and optimized by several researchers, using experimental, computational or analytical methods ([@bb0390], [@bb0310], [@bb0300], [@bb0305], [@bb0320], [@bb0030], [@bb0410], [@bb0155], [@bb0425], [@bb0065], [@bb0070]). In addition to academic contexts, industry has also paid attention to the development of these systems. These technology transfer activities have led to the invention of multiple new commercial wind catcher systems that meet the requirements of modern-day building design ([@bb0170]). However, considering the relatively slow uptake in practice, it can be argued that further research and development is still needed to fully utilize the potential of wind catchers.

3.2. Database {#s0085}
-------------

Establishing a database is the first step in a science foresight analysis. In this study, peer-reviewed papers were collected based on the keywords "wind catcher", "windcatcher", "wind tower + building", "windvent + building" and "cool tower + building". The search was performed in the title, abstract and keywords of papers in the Scopus database. The peer-reviewed papers published until the end of 2014 were considered. The search led to 119 papers. However, not all of these papers focus on the application of natural ventilation or passive cooling in buildings. For example, the term "wind tower" can also be used to refer to a cooling system in power plants. To make sure that only relevant papers are included, each abstract was optically scanned be the experts. After filtering out 27 papers, the database consisted of 92 papers.

The experts were carefully selected based on their knowledge about this technology; consisting of 2 professors, 2 post-doctoral researchers, 5 PhD students and an engineer in the fields of mechanical engineering and building physics from 3 countries: Iran, The Netherlands and Belgium.

4. Results {#s0090}
==========

4.1. Life-cycle analysis {#s0095}
------------------------

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} presents the results of the life cycle analysis on research papers on wind catchers. The Fisher-Pry transform of the publication growth is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(a). The time in which the value is between 10^− 1^ and 10^1^ is equal to Δ*t*, and the time at 10^0^ is the point of inflection (*t* ~*m*~). The publications follow a bi-logistic curve ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(b)). The first curve started in 1984 and its growth phase began in 1990. Then, after a relatively short growth and maturation phase, it reached its saturation level in 1997. Around the year 2000, another logistic started. This pause in publications and the renewed interest after the year 2000 can be explained by the increasing application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) as a method for investigating the performance of wind catchers. This can be clearly observed in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} in which the actual number of papers per methodology that were published in a given period is presented. Moreover, the pattern presented in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(b) marks the transition from analysis of ancient wind catchers towards the development of innovative wind catcher systems in the 21st century. The second curve has currently entered the growth stage of the publications life-cycle. It has had a continuing growth since 2006. Using the growth model described in [Section 2.1](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}, the publication count is forecasted to increase by about 54% and reach its upper limit at 2020 with 142 papers. Therefore, this extrapolation indicates a clear potential for the development of this field in science and technology. Note that the growth period can still be extended, if there are new breakthrough innovations in this area. Therefore, scientists and inventors should analyze potential opportunities in this field.Fig. 3(a) Determining Δ*t* and t~m~ of the logistic growth using Fisher-Pry transform that renders the logistic linear. (b) Growth of wind catcher publications fitted to a bi-logistic curve.Fig. 3Fig. 4Research methodologies applied in the wind catcher database.Fig. 4

4.2. Text mining {#s0100}
----------------

### 4.2.1. Impact of textual data on text mining {#s0105}

The sensitivity analysis is carried out based on a dictionary of keywords related to the research methodologies. These keywords are presented in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} .Table 4Descriptive statistics of the sensitivity analysis.Table 4MethodRepresentative phrasesNo of papers with this methodologyTop cited papers (Scopus)Wind tunnelScale model, Scale models, Wind tunnel20[@bb0200], [@bb0305], [@bb0320]Full-scaleFull-scale measurement, Full-scale experiment, Field study, Field analysis, Prototype, Test cell, Questionnaire, Survey, Post occupancy evaluation, IN SITU, Occupied21[@bb0370], [@bb0030], [@bb0195]CFDCFD, Computational fluid dynamics, Numerical analysis, Numerical simulation, CFX, Fluent, Ansys/Fluent, Openfoam, Turbulence model, Large eddy simulation, LES, RANS, Grid, Mesh, Reynolds-average Navier-stokes39[@bb0265], [@bb0320], [@bb0300]BPS & AFNBuilding energy simulation, Enrgyplus, TRNSYS, Building simulation, ESP-r, Airflow network, Thermal model, Energy balance, CONTAM6[@bb0360], [@bb0410], [@bb0415]AnalyticalAnalytical model, Analytically, Power law model, Simplified model, Mathematical model24[@bb0040], [@bb0020], [@bb0200]ReviewReview, Literature review, Literature survey14[@bb0205], [@bb0170], [@bb0025]

The overall capability of text mining to correctly identify the research methodology based on different parts of the paper is gained through the sensitivity analysis. Text mining using full-texts identifies the research methodology of the papers with an accuracy of 93.6%. The accuracy reduces to 67.7% for the combination of title, abstract and keywords and to 12.3% when only the titles of the papers are taken into account. In this study, therefore, full-texts of the papers are used for the text mining process.

### 4.2.2. Keywords and clusters {#s0110}

Using the text mining approach, all 92 papers are analyzed. Considering the extracted words and phrases from the papers, the experts established a hierarchy based on wind catcher publications ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ). Finally, the wind catcher dictionary is developed based on the filtered keywords and wind catcher publication hierarchy. Among 5783 words and phrases, 57 key phrases were found by the experts as the most related words to this technology.Fig. 5Wind catcher-publication hierarchy.Fig. 5

The keywords are clustered with the K-means algorithm, based on their correlation and co-occurrence with internal characteristics of the papers. In this study, clustering has been performed based on the research methodology of the papers. Research on wind catchers is usually performed using (i) full-scale measurements, (ii) wind-tunnel measurements, (iii) CFD simulations and (iv) Building Performance Simulation (BPS), Air Flow Network (AFN) and analytical methods. In this study, therefore, the clusters are determined based on these four research methodologies as the clustering variables. After analyzing the clusters with different numbers of K, nine clusters were chosen to be the optimal number of clusters according to the experts\' opinion. To verify the authenticity of the experts\' opinion, it was also verified using the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index. This index is a function of the sum of within-cluster variance to between-cluster-center distances. The appropriate number of clusters is indicated by the minimum value of the DB index ([@bb0055], [@bb0465]). The results are presented in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} for different numbers of clusters. It can be seen that K = 9 is superior with DBI = 2.97.Table 5Davies-Bouldin index for different numbers of clusters.Table 5Number of clusters (K)6789101112DBI3.793.834.032.973.183.013.07

By analyzing the relationship between the keywords in each cluster and the correlation between these keywords and the methodology of the papers, characteristics of each cluster are defined by the experts. The nine clusters including all keywords are presented in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} . Note that the number of clusters greatly depends on the number of clustering variables. The total number of clusters reflects how the keywords in the dictionary keywords have been investigated from a methodological point of view. Depending on the strength of co-occurrence and correlation between keywords and research methodologies, different scenarios can be distinguished. These scenarios are therefore an aggregation of possible cases. Given the clustering results, four possible scenarios can be considered for research on a specific keyword:a)There is a high correlation between the keyword and a single research methodology. This scenario indicates that only one research methodology has been used to investigate the keyword. In this study, the total number of possible clusters for this scenario is 4 clusters (WT, FS, CFD, and BPS, AFN & AN). In total, 26 out of 57 keywords in the dictionary keywords have been investigated using only one methodology.b)There is a high correlation between the keyword and multiple research methodologies. In this case, the keyword has been investigated using a combination of two or more research methodologies, in which the keyword has a high correlation with all those research methodologies, and no correlation with others. In this study, the total number of possible clusters for this scenario is 11 (WT + FS, WT + CFD, WT + BPS, AFN & AN, etc.). Clusters 5, 6 and 8 have been identified in this category. The results show that 20 keywords have been investigated using two or three research methodologies.c)There is a low correlation between the keyword and one methodology but high correlation with multiple research methodologies. Cluster 7 represents this scenario. It comprises keywords that have been investigated using two or more research methodologies (three in this case), in which the correlation between the keywords and at least one of the research methodologies is significantly lower than the other methodologies in the cluster, but not zero. Out of many possible combinations, only one such cluster was identified in this study. Such a moderate correlation indicates that a trend is certainly discernible, but that the correlation is less pronounced than is the case for the two previous scenarios. In the present case, it is interesting to observe that keywords in cluster 6 (belonging to the second scenario) can all be characterized as 'structural', following the classification introduced in [Section 2.2.2.2.2](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. Keywords in cluster 7 are connected to the same research methodologies as cluster 6, but can be connected to either 'procedure' or 'application'.d)The correlation between the keyword and the four research methodologies is zero. It indicates that no significant research on this combination has taken place yet. Keywords in cluster 9 belong to this scenario. Table 6Clusters along with keywords.Table 6ClusterMethodologyRepresentative phrases1WT[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Cylindrical, Three-sided, Six-sided, Twelve-sided2FS[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}Plastic, Residential, Day, Thermal comfort, Night, Mild, Evaporative cooling, Water spray, Air quality, Shadow, Warm, Glass, Lighting3CFD[c](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Apartment, Rectangular, Louvre, Turbulence intensity, Buoyancy, Natural convection4BPS, AFN & AN[d](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}Humid, Conduction, Cold5WT + CFDCubic, Damper, Metal, Industrial, Four-sided, Wind speed, Wind velocity, Velocity, Incompressible6WT + CFD + (BPS, AFN & AN)[e](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}Rural, Wood, Two-sided, One-sided, Solar panel, PV panel7WT + CFD + (BPS, AFN & AN)[e](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}Air flow, Pressure, C~P~, Wind direction, Wind angle8FS + (BPS, AFN & AN)Temperature, Dry, Radiation, Beach, Urban9NoneForced convection, Brick, Greenhouse, Iso-thermal, Wind comfort, Wind turbine[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]

The various scenarios indicate how the keywords have been investigated from a methodological point of view. Keywords in scenario 1 can be linked to mono-disciplinary research activities, as it concerns topics that have been studied using only one research methodology. This gives input for exploring potential new research directions by introducing research approaches that have not yet been employed in that context, as will be explained in [Section 4.3](#s0140){ref-type="sec"}. Keywords in Scenario 2, on the other hand, relate to phenomena or aspects that have already been investigated in a multi-disciplinary approach. The third scenario can provide additional information to the second scenario. Given the relatively low correlation of the keywords and one of the research methodologies, this information should be treated with caution, preferably in combination with expert\'s opinion. The last scenario provides significant information to identify research gaps, as will be discussed in [Section 4.3](#s0140){ref-type="sec"}.

### 4.2.3. Relationships between research methodologies and clusters {#s0115}

To better understand the qualities of the automated text mining and clustering methods, this section explores features of each research methodology and connects these to several keywords in the clusters.

#### 4.2.3.1. Wind-tunnel measurement {#s0120}

Reduced-scale wind-tunnel measurements allow a strong degree of control over the boundary conditions, however at the expense of -- sometimes incompatible -- similarity requirements. Furthermore, wind-tunnel measurements are usually also only performed in a limited set of points in space ([@bb0315]). The results show that wind-tunnel measurements mainly have been used to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of wind catchers (Clusters 1 and 6). In recent years, wind-tunnel measurement and CFD studies are used in a complementary way, as the accuracy and reliability of CFD are of concern, and validation studies are normally performed using wind-tunnel measurement data (e.g. [@bb0320], [@bb0135]). The reason for the occurrence of the word "four-sided" is that the measurement data for this type of wind catcher is available in the literature and is widely used for CFD validation purposes.

#### 4.2.3.2. Full-scale measurement {#s0125}

This method offers the advantage that the real situation is studied and the full complexity of the problem is taken into account. However, full-scale measurements are usually only performed in a limited number of points in space. In addition, there is no or only limited control over the boundary conditions ([@bb0315]). Therefore, keywords like "wind direction" do not occur in this cluster because of its limited control over the boundary conditions. The reason of occurrence of the phrases "evaporative cooing" and "water spray" with full-scale measurement is related to the complexity involved in the two-phase flow in water sprays as the evaporation process depends on several physical parameters that are not easily varied independently ([@bb0325], [@bb0330]).

#### 4.2.3.3. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) {#s0130}

This simulation-based method provides whole-flow field data, i.e. data on the relevant parameters in all points of the computational domain. Unlike wind-tunnel testing, CFD does not suffer from potentially incompatible similarity requirements because simulations can be conducted at full scale ([@bb0060]). This could be reason for the occurrence of the word "apartment" in Cluster 3. In addition, CFD simulations are flexible and easily allow parametric studies. Therefore, the impact of "louvre" (Cluster 3) or "damper" (Cluster 5) is widely investigated using CFD.

#### 4.2.3.4. BPS, AFN and analytical methods {#s0135}

Compared to the other methods, this group of computational approaches has a stronger emphasis on design support instead of product development and analysis ([@bb0275]), as it is able to predict the dynamic performance of proposed buildings considering occupant behavior, indoor comfort conditions and meteorological boundary conditions ([@bb0095]). Another characteristic feature of this group of methods is the fact that thermal considerations, instead of aerodynamic effects, can easily be taken into account in the analysis. It is for this reason that, key words such as "conduction", "temperature" and "radiation" are strongly correlated to BPS, AFN and analytical methods.

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows a breakdown of research methodologies that were applied in the wind catcher database in relation to the publication life-cycle ([Fig.3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The trends that can be observed in this figure are used to assist in the identification of knowledge gaps, as described in the next section.

4.3. Knowledge gaps and research direction discovery {#s0140}
----------------------------------------------------

In this study, a distinction is made between the research gap, as a research question or problem that has not yet been addressed, and information regarding specific characteristics of a research methodology compared to other methodologies that can be implemented to investigate a specific keyword. Clustering based on research methodology can lead to finding potential areas for future research, or support ongoing research in specific fields. The absence or presence of co-occurrence and correlation can play a role in multiple ways, for example:a.There is one cluster including keywords that have no high co-occurrence and correlation with any of the research methodologies (Cluster 9), i.e. these keywords have not yet been investigated using any of the research methodologies. As all relevant research methodologies have been taken into account in clustering, these keywords and phrases can be assessed by the experts to find new fields in wind catcher studies and therefore, it can be used as a guide for researchers to decide about research directions to fill knowledge gaps, find innovative design solutions, and prolong the growth level in the publication life-cycle in this field. Some of the knowledge gaps in wind catcher studies are identified as follows: •The phrase "wind comfort" in Cluster 9 indicates that issues related to wind discomfort have not yet been considered in wind catcher studies.•Knowledge of convective heat transfer in building spaces is required to improve occupant thermal comfort and indoor air quality. CFD has been used to investigate the natural convection in wind catchers (Cluster 6). However, "forced convection" (Cluster 9) has not yet been investigated. Note that research on building energy and building component durability is dependent on detailed information of the local and mean interior and exterior forced convective heat coefficient (CHTC) ([@bb0335]). Using inappropriate models to calculate CHTC can lead to considerable errors in Building Energy Simulation (BES).•The potential of integrating (small) "wind turbines" in wind catchers has not yet been investigated. Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate wind catchers as an energy-harvesting technology.•The word "greenhouse" gives an indication that the use of wind catchers for buildings in different applications has not been studied and it can be another suggestion for future studies about this technology.

Most of the knowledge gaps that can be extracted from this study correspond with those identified by a recent conventional (i.e. man-made) literature review on wind catcher technologies as suggestions for further studies ([@bb0390]), however, our outcomes are more specific.b.Each research methodology may have advantages and disadvantages compared to other methodologies. In this study, clusters with co-occurrence or correlation with the research methodology and dictionary keywords (Clusters 1 to 8) can be useful for researchers to identify how different research methodologies have been used. This can therefore result in choosing more appropriate research methodologies for a specific application. For example, research on the impact of evaporative cooling in enhancing the cooling performance of wind catchers has been performed using full-scale measurements. Given the advantages of CFD, the results of the current study suggests the possibility of using CFD as a powerful tool for the investigation of water spray systems in wind catchers. It is expected that the results by CFD will lead to new insights and information that could not have been obtained with full-scale measurements.c.In some occasions, different research methodologies are used in a complementary way. For example, Clusters 1 and 2 provide useful information on whether experimental data (e.g. full-scale or wind tunnel) is available in the literature for validating the mathematical models developed for a specific application. For example, wind-tunnel data for three-sided, six-sided and twelve-sided wind catchers (Cluster 1), and full-scale data for water spray systems in wind catchers (Cluster 2).

5. Discussion and conclusions {#s0145}
=============================

5.1. Summary of findings {#s0150}
------------------------

This paper has introduced a three-step methodological framework for science foresight analysis, consisting of (i) life-cycle analysis, (ii) text mining and (iii) knowledge gap identification by means of automated clustering. We have demonstrated that this approach can provide useful information for evaluating possible opportunities for new research and development activities in a specific field of study. Although the individual methods have been applied before in the context of foresight studies, the main contribution of this study lies in their combined integration in one framework.

With the application of text mining along with the development of a technology hierarchy and cluster analysis, relevant keywords and their interactions in scientific literature are tracked during the development trajectory of the research field. By combining this (quantitative) automated analysis (i.e. presence or absence of co-occurrence and correlation) with (qualitative) expert input, knowledge gaps in this field are discovered in an efficient way, and potential areas for future research and development are specified ([Section 4.3](#s0140){ref-type="sec"}). The element that links these three steps together is the research methodology of the scientific publications. First, it allows to gain insight into the influence of methodological trends on the characteristic development and scientific attention over a technology\'s life-cycle. Moreover, it efficiently points the attention of analysts towards areas of research that have not previously been explored.

5.2. Reflection and future perspectives {#s0155}
---------------------------------------

The application potential of this framework was demonstrated for the case of wind catchers; a sustainable natural ventilation system for buildings. However, the approach was designed in a generic way that also enables its use for science foresight activities in many other fields of science and engineering. Due to the size of the database (92 papers) it was possible to manually crosscheck some of the results.

Given the importance of the impact of textual data on the accuracy of text mining, a sensitivity analysis was carried out for three cases, where (i) title, (ii) title, abstract and keywords, and (iii) full-text of the papers were considered. The results show that text mining using full-texts identifies the research methodology of the papers with an accuracy of about 93%, while that is about 68% for the combination of title, abstract and keywords, and about 13% for just the title. It is worth noting that the majority of recently published text mining studies ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) are not based on the full-text of publications. There are other considerations, such as data storage, computational requirements, and the lack of easy access to full-texts that may favor the use of only abstracts, titles and keywords. Nevertheless, even though descriptive terms (keywords) are more sparsely spread in full articles compared to the compressed format of abstracts ([@bb0400]), it seems worth considering in cases when high accuracy is desired.

Although the relatively small database of the case study was very useful for the development and testing of the science foresight framework, it can also be argued that its scope is somewhat small for highlighting the true practical value of algorithm-driven science foresight approaches. It is expected that the benefits of science foresight become more pronounced for domains with a larger volume of publications. In such applications, the network of connections between sub-domains is more complex, and their interactions are more difficult to oversee for human beings. Automated clustering analysis would then be more likely to expose previously unexplored relationships.

Results in the present study rely to a large extent on the tight coupling between automated analysis and expert input. The quality of the results will thus be influenced by the knowledge of domain experts. For example, selecting the relevant keywords and developing the dictionary or defining the optimal number of clusters in k-means algorithm depends strongly on experts\' input. In addition, after the clusters are finalized, an analysis is needed to be done on each cluster by experts to determine their characteristics. To make the methodology more robust, it would be interesting to investigate ways of making it less dependent on the subjective bias that is introduced under the influence of human decision-makers. For example in the SOM method, the optimal number of clusters can be determined by heuristic models. Besides, in this method, the characteristics and features of each cluster could be determined automatically.
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[^1]: WT: Wind tunnel measurement.

[^2]: FS: Full-scale measurement.

[^3]: CFD: Computational fluid dynamics.

[^4]: BPS: Building Performance Simulation, AFN: Air Flow Network, AN: Analytical method.

[^5]: In these clusters, keywords have a high correlation with "CFD", "Wind Tunnel" and "BPS, AFN & Analytical" methods but in Cluster 6, the correlation between keywords and (BPS, AFN & AN) is lower compared to the correlation in Cluster 7.
